✓ SDG 15.7 – specific IWT indicator
✓ UNGA resolutions on IWT
✓ London, Kasane and Hanoi conferences
Key links: SDG 15.7, 15.C on IWT
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I'm very disappointed to hear John is no longer involved, and I know that Hainan project would like him to be. With the projects now in the final year there is so much benefit that we could get from John's involvement, even to help with documenting lessons learned and KM. I haven't yet worked out in my head how to convince Chaode of this though in a way that will avoid him losing face.

Diversity of actions and approaches are necessary to combat IWT.
Each GWP national project is unique...

Budget of 20 national projects shown by GWP components

Showing % project budget spend against each GWP component/sub-component.
Community at the centre: CBNRM, HWCM, CB based patrolling & surveillance, community leaders for behavior change.
Policies and Planning

✓ National IWT strategies and
✓ Targeted species-specific plans e.g. CITES National Ivory Action Plans
✓ IWT and wildlife protection mainstreaming
Strengthening of National Laws

✓ Strengthened penalties
✓ Wildlife crime as serious crime
✓ Closure of domestic ivory markets
With regards to national legal frameworks...

88% of countries had plans to strengthen the national legal framework

88% need external technical legal assistance

96% interested in being part of an inter-regional mechanism to combat combat wildlife crime
Donor financing for combating IWT

✓ 24 international donors

✓ Over 2010-2016 >US $1.3 billion invested in 1,105 projects across Africa & Asia = US $190 million per year

✓ Case studies and phase 2
Empowered Lives
Resilient Nations.

Thank you